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axial force loading. Losing of stability is a status of strut, where are created conditions 
for solid transition from stable to unstable position, when this transition is characterised 
by changing of solid shape. 

While the value of force, which causes the pressure stress in the strut, is not higher 
than critical value, which is dependent on the strut connecting, the strut is straight and it 
is strained on pressure only. If the critical value is exceeded, deformation of the strut 
increases until its destruction. This critical value is called critical buckling force, which 
characterises losing of stability. 

By this value can be solved critical stress in struts. In depending on connecting 
condition, geometrical parameters and strut material, this stress can be much less than 
the yield value, so material is not utilized in sufficient degree. Here is created question, 
how can be increased utilization of strut, if we do not want to extend its geometrical 
parameters and its mass of course. We assume, one of the way is adding of the force 
effect, which will be operate against to force effect making pressure. 

 
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

There can be determined critical buckling force for prismatic, centric pressured strut 
by procedure, which was elaborated by Leonhard Euler. If we suppose homogeny 
material of the strut and unlimited validity of the Hook law, the strut is stable and has 
straight shape at small axial force. 

If this axial force achieves critical value, the strut is in indifferent balance and it 
stays in new deformed shape with bended axis (Fig. 1) [1, 3, 6, 7]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Deformation of the strut by axial force F 

 
The computing of critical buckling force can be deduced by procedure, which is 

described in literature [6]. Final formula for computing of this force is: 

  ( )2
min

22

l
JEn

Fkrit
⋅

⋅⋅⋅
=

β
π

 (1) 

Where: 
 n  [-] - constant, which determines shape of bended line, 
 E [Pa] - Young modulus of elasticity, 
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 020 2 =⋅⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅=∑ hrrpF mix πσπ  (5) 
Where: 
 r  [m] - shell radius. 
After putting ρt = r and ρm = ∞ we get for σm and σt formulas: 

 
h

rp
t

⋅
=σ  (6) 

 

 
h
rp

m ⋅
⋅

=
2

σ  (7) 

 
This theory predicts operating of stresses in tangent and meridian direction, what is 

stress operated in the shell axial direction. It is tensile stress and wants to stretch the 
shell in axial direction. As we have written, axial force causes compression stress. Both 
stresses operate in the same direction and in the same plane so they can be algebraic 
summed up and from this sum and tangent stress can be made up reduce stress according 
to one of the strength theories. There can be different results of this sum. If there will be 
zero compression stress, only meridian stress will be operate in axial direction. If there 
will be compression stress equal to meridian stress, no stress will be operate in axial 
direction. If there will be compression stress higher than meridian stress, pressure will be 
operate in axial direction and after exceeding of the critical value, losing of stability 
come soon. So stability condition can have this form: 

 0>+− krittlm σσσ  (8) 
Where: 
 σtl  [Pa] - compression stress caused by axial force F. 

 
For computing of reduce stress can be used theory HMH. Formula has next form 

 ( ) ( ) tdmtdm
HMH
red σσσσσσσ ⋅−−+−= 22  (9) 

 
On the basic of previous ideas, let solve next task, where will be investigated the 

shape stability of pipe strained by axial force. Pipe will be strained by force F = 5 000 N, 
on the both ends will be connected by a joint and will have outside diameter D = 17 mm, 
wall thickness h = 1 mm and length l = 1 m. Material of pipe is chosen with yield value 
Re = 180 MPa and safety coefficient k = 2. 

We can use Euler formula (1) and formulas for computing of critical buckling and 
compression stress. 
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 ( ) MPatl 47,99

4
015,0017,0

5000
22 =

−⋅
=
π

σ  
 

Next we add the inside overpressure in pipe p = 10 MPa. Then tangent and meridian 
stresses have values: 

 MPat 80
1

810
=

⋅
=σ   

  

 MPam 40
12
810
=

⋅
⋅

=σ   

 
According to formula (8) for stability condition we get: 

 011,758,6647,9940 >=+−   
 

what means, there is no losing of stability. Reduce stress has value: 

 ( ) ( ) MPaHMH
red 728047,99408047,9940 22 =⋅−−+−=σ   

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

As we can see from computed values in previous part, computed Fkrit is smaller than 
axial force F. According to this, the pipe can lose its stability. Compression stress is 
higher than critical buckling stress too. Pipe does not meet stability condition. 

 
Table 1. Dependence of stresses and stability condition of pipe according to                                            

the inside overpressure value 

p (MPa) σm (MPa) σt (MPa) σtl (MPa) σred (MPa) σm - σtl + σkrit (MPa) 
0 0 0 

99,47 

99,47 -32,89 
1 4 8 91,73 -28,89 
2 8 16 84,61 -24,89 
3 12 24 78,28 -20,89 
4 16 32 72,94 -16,89 
5 20 40 68,83 -12,89 
6 24 48 66,16 -8,89 
7 28 56 65,13 -4,89 
8 32 64 65,80 -0,89 
9 36 72 68,14 3,11 
10 40 80 71,97 7,11 
11 44 88 77,07 11,11 
12 48 96 83,21 15,11 
13 52 104 90,18 19,11 

 
With straining of pipe by inside overpressure was created meridian stress in the 

wall, which operates against to compression stress. The pipe after application meets 
stability condition and reduce stress is smaller than permissible stress too. Table 1 shows 
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how these stresses and stability condition are changed according to value of inside 
overpressure.  

From this table we can see that under value 8 MPa of inside overpressure, last 
column is negative. It means inside overpressure is too small for compensation of the 
pressure caused by axial force F. Only when value is equals 8.22 MPa, it can be met 
stability condition. When there are higher values of inside overpressure, stability 
condition is met. There is meridian stress still smaller than compression stress caused by 
axial force F. 

From the table we can see that values of reduce stress reaches permissible stress 
before value 13 MPa of inside overpressure, but meridian stress is still smaller than 
compression stress. It is caused by increasing of tangent stress. It brings idea that inside 
overpressure cannot be increased without control. 

Fig. 4 shows activity of stresses in pipe and fact, that we get the smallest reduce 
stress, when inside overpressure is on the limit of stability. 

 

 
Figure 4. Dependence of stresses according to the inside overpressure changing 

 
Fig. 5 shows, how reduce stress in the pipe is changed according to inside 

overpressure and outside diameter. In this case can be said, with decreasing of inside 
overpressure is needed increasing of geometrical parameters for decreasing of reduce 
stress, and inside out. 

Fig. 6 shows to meet stability condition according to pipe outside diameter and 
inside overpressure changing. We can see, at value of outside diameter 15 mm is all 
interval of stability values for inside overpressure 0 – 15 MPa in negative values. It 
means, any shown value of inside overpressure do not compensate compressive stress 
for no losing of stability. On the other hand, in value of outside diameter 20 mm is all 
values in positive interval, so inside overpressure is not needed there, but it can helps to 
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decreasing of reduce stress. From this we can bring idea, with increasing of pipe outside 
diameter is needed smaller inside overpressure to stability safety. 

 

 
Figure 5. Dependence of reduce tension according to pipe diameter and inside                          

overpressure changing 
 

 
Figure 6. Dependence of meet condition according to pipe outside diameter and inside 

overpressure changing 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the present, when the utilization of materials is increased, research and 
development is oriented on new materials like the composites. Yield value of materials 
and of course their utilization can be increased by suitable structure and constitution of 
materials. The next way is to better know the character and the straining of forces and 
create the way, how these force effects can be partially eliminated by their allocation, or 
adding of force effects which will operate in the opposite direction. 

In the article is shown elimination of origin force effects by adding of another force 
effects operated in opposite direction. Computation shows, that this way can have 
invocation in future. Except of experimental verification, there will have to be solved 
another aspects for implementation of this way to the practise. 

One of the aspects is the shape of heads and technology of their connecting. In a 
pressure vessels is often used a plate circular head, which is welded to the shell. This 
simple solution causes existence of superior stress, so there might be create relieve by 
means a race around all circuit and thickness of the head might be higher than thickness 
of the shell.  

The next aspect is an assurance of the clear membrane state in inside forces, what 
means the assurance of necessary deformation and static equilibrium only through 
membrane forces. In the practise it means to solve suitable location. At last but not least 
will be necessary to see on safety at escape of inside overpressure from the pipe. 

We suppose that after solving previous aspects, this way of material efficiency 
increasing can have favourable future. 
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UPOTREBA UNUTRAŠNJEG NADPRITISKA ZA POVEĆANJE STABILNOSTI 
TANKOG ZIDA ROTACIONE SIMETRIČNE OPLATE OPTEREĆENE 

AKSIJALNOM SILOM 
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Sažetak: Elementi, opterećeni aksijalnom silom, se koriste u raznim oblastima. Ako 
su savitljivi, mogu izgubiti svoju stabilnost. Jedna od mogućnosti za delimično 
otklanjanje ovog nedostatka, bez ojačavanja i povećanja mase, je dodavanje sile koja će 
delovati suprotno tako da uravnoteži opterećeni element. Ovaj rad obrađuje teorijsku 
mogućnost povećanja stabilnosti dodavanjem unutrašnjeg nadpritiska. Opisan je položaj 
i interakcija opterećenja odgovarajućim jednačinama i dobijeno rešenje konkretnog 
problema. Pokazan je i grafički prikaz dobijenog efekta i zadovoljenje uslova stabilnosti 
u odnosu na različite vrednosti unutrašnjeg nadpritiska i geometrijskih parametara 
elemenata. U radu je dat i poseban način povećanja stabilnosti elemenata i 
eksperimentalne verifikacije daljih postupaka.  

Ključne reči: izvijanje, stabilnost, oplata, nadpritisak  
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